
Introduction to Programming
Semester-I 2015-2016

Problem set - 8

1. https://www.codechef.com/problems/CIRKILL

2. Write a program to play the “Hangman” game. The program should randomly choose a film name

that consists of letters only from http://www.isical.ac.in/~mandar/programming/15/movie-list.

txt The name is presented to the player with some characters missing. The goal of the player is to

guess the name of the film. In each try, the player may guess a single character. If the character

appears in the film name, all its occurrences have to be filled in by the program; otherwise, the player

loses a “life”. The player may also guess the full name of the film. If the guess is wrong, the player

also loses a life. A player starts out with 10 lives. If the player does guess the name correctly before

running out of lives, the total number of tries required becomes her score.

Your program should mark the missing characters using the underscore character. On average, at

least one character in five should be filled in initially. It should also display the number of lives left

to the right of the film name. Note that uppercase and lowercase letters are not distinguished.

Example:

_____H_H Lives: 10

z

Wrong guess!

_____H_H Lives: 9

gupi gyne

Wrong guess!

_____H_H Lives: 8

a

_AA__HAH Lives: 8

b

BAA__HAH

baadshah

Correct! Your score is 5.

3. Question 3 from last year’s end-semester exam for this course

http://www.souravsengupta.com/int2pro2014/exams/endsem.pdf
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4. http://www.codeabbey.com/index/task_view/four-pics-one-word

5. Bessie the cow has stumbled across an intriguing inscription carved into a large stone in the middle

of her favorite grazing field. The text of the inscription appears to be from a cryptic ancient language

involving an alphabet with only the three characters C, O, and W. Although Bessie cannot decipher

the text, she does appreciate the fact that C, O, and W in sequence forms her favorite word, and she

wonders how many times COW appears in the text.

Bessie doesn’t mind if there are other characters interspersed within COW, only that the characters

appear in the correct order. She also doesn’t mind if different occurrences of COW share some letters.

For instance, COW appears once in CWOW, twice in CCOW, and eight times in CCOOWW.

Given the text of the inscription, please help Bessie count how many times COW appears.

Input format: The first line of input consists of a single integer N <= 105. The second line

contains of a string of N characters, where each character is either a C, O, or W.

Example:

6

COOWWW

Output format: Output the number of times COW appears as a subsequence, not necessarily

contiguous, of the input string. For the above example, your answer should be 6.

source: http://www.usaco.org
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